Metal–Organic Framework- and Polyoxometalate-Based Sorbents for the Uptake and Destruction of Chemical Warfare Agents


ABSTRACT: The threat of chemical warfare agents (CWAs), assured by their ease of synthesis and effectiveness as a terrorizing weapon, will persist long after the once-tremendous stockpiles in the U.S. and elsewhere are finally destroyed. As such, soldier and civilian protection, battlefield decontamination, and environmental remediation from CWAs remain top national security priorities. New chemical approaches for the fast and complete destruction of CWAs have been an active field of research for many decades, and new technologies have generated immense interest. In particular, our research team and others have shown metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) and polyoxometalates (POMs) to be active for sequestering CWAs and even catalyzing the rapid hydrolysis of agents. In this Forum Article, we highlight recent advancements made in the understanding and evaluation of POMs and Zr-based MOFs as CWA decontamination materials. Specifically, our aim is to bridge the gap between controlled, solution-phase laboratory studies and real-world or battlefield-like conditions by examining agent–material interactions at the gas–solid interface utilizing a multimodal experimental and computational approach. Herein, we report our progress in addressing the following research goals: (1) elucidating molecular-level mechanisms of the adsorption, diffusion, and reaction of CWA and CWA simulants within a series of Zr-based MOFs, such as UiO-66, MOF-808, and NU-1000, and POMs, including Cs8Nb2O19 and (Et3NH)6[(α-PW11O39Zr(μ-OH)(H2O))2]·7H2O, (2) probing the effects that common ambient gases, such as CO2, SO2, and NO2, have on the efficacy of the MOF and POM materials for CWA destruction, and (3) using CWA simulant results to develop hypotheses for live agent chemistry. Key hypotheses are then tested with targeted live agent studies. Overall, our collaborative effort has provided insight into the fundamental aspects of agent–material interactions and revealed strategies for new catalyst development.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Historical Perspective. As described throughout in this special issue, chemical warfare agents (CWAs) represent some of the most toxic compounds ever synthesized. The development of advanced agents in the early 20th century ushered in a chemical arms race that peaked in the stockpiling of sarin (GB), soman (GD), sulfur mustard (HD), and VX nerve gas (selected structures shown in Figure 1). The tremendous potency of the nerve agents (such as GB, GD, and VX) arises from irreversible binding to acetylcholinesterase, which leads to a lethal buildup of acetylcholine, a neurotransmitter that performs many functions within the body. While GB and GD are volatile molecules commonly found in the gas phase, VX is a low vapor pressure agent that can persist and accumulate under ambient conditions. Although less toxic, the ease of synthesis and dissemination of HD renders this compound a constant concern. HD is a vesicant agent that leads to blistering and alkylation of biomolecules, especially proteins. The toxicology of CWAs has been and remains an active area of study, with a special emphasis on the development of effective therapeutics and preventative measures for the protection of military and civilian personnel, the latter of which is the primary focus of this Forum Article. The ever-changing threat of chemical hazards requires new capabilities designed to protect (e.g., through air filtration) and decontaminate (e.g., through physical sequestration or chemical neutralization) personnel and the environment. In general, technologies that incorporate chemical reactions to...
has been placed on understanding the electronic and geometrical properties of metal- and carbon-based materials, particularly nanostructured clusters within highly ordered crystalline materials, such as metal oxides, metal–organic frameworks, and polyoxometalates. If the present day’s research is an indicator of future technologies, there is a strong indication that new capabilities for protection and decontamination of chemical agents will consist of composite materials composed of a variety of structural topologies and active sites that enable rapid adsorption, diffusion, and decomposition of a broad spectrum of chemical threats.

1.3. CWA Decomposition Chemistries. 1.3.1. Hydrolysis-Based Decomposition. There have been a multitude of papers on catalytic hydrolysis of nerve agents and their simulants, which provide mechanistic and structure–activity information of some value in overcoming the limitations of such processes. Several stoichiometric and catalytic nerve-agent hydrolysis reactions have been studied, with the former dominating the earliest studies and the latter dominating more recent studies. Nerve-agent hydrolysis catalysts range from transition-metal oxides/hydroxides to coordination compounds, organometallic complexes, and enzymes, and, more recently, to metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) and polyoxometalates (POMs). The latter two classes of materials have been the subject of much research in the last 5 years and are the focus of this Forum Article.

Nerve-agent hydrolysis catalysts, as nearly all catalysts, need to be fast, selective, and stable. Speed is evidently important in reducing the risk of a CWA, regardless of the agent formulation or method of deployment. Furthermore, a decontamination catalyst would ideally be fast under ambient conditions. Selectivity is important because CWA degradation products can also be toxic. Preferably, the least toxic product, and that product only, is generated. Stability is important; a catalyst that decomposes quickly under turnover conditions or is badly inhibited by the hydrolysis products is far from ideal. As a catalyst decomposes, it can be rendered inactive, but more worrisome is that a degraded catalyst can continue to function but with lower selectivity, which may generate undesirable products.

Despite the wealth of nerve-agent hydrolysis studies to date, several points are worth noting and not always clear in these studies. First, the great majority of these hydrolysis studies focus on base catalysis and/or cation catalysis (Lewis acid-assisted base or nucleophilic attack at phosphorus). However, other mechanisms could be operable in the same systems at different pH values or under other conditions. Indeed, many slightly to strongly basic hydrolysis systems stop hydrolyzing as neutral pH is approached, but if these same reactions are made quite acidic, hydrolysis can usually begin again. One can write a general rate law for hydrolytic decontamination of organophosphorus (OP) nerve agents such as eq 1 that directly implicates multiple mechanisms and explains the potential importance of pH.

\[
\text{hydrolysis rate} = (k_{H^+}[H^+] + k + k_{MLa} + k_{OH^-}[OH^-])
\]

\[
[\text{nerve agent}][\text{catalyst}]
\]

The first term, \(k_{H^+}[H^+]\), designates the acid-catalyzed process (there may be more than one) and is dependent on proton concentration; the third and fourth terms designate processes that are dependent on the metal catalyst, ML\(_{a}\), and hydroxide,
respectively. There is usually a process that is independent of pH and the catalyst, which proceeds with a rate constant of \( k \). This term, \( k \), and the associated pH-independent mechanism is often ignored, because it is slower and thus of less interest than the terms of usual focus: \( k_{\text{ML}} \) and \( k_{\text{OH}} \). Also, as noted above, the \( k_{\text{H}^+} \) term is frequently overlooked as researchers often omit the assessment of hydrolysis in the presence of strong acid. A related point is that a second cation either inadvertently present in the medium or added to the metal complex catalyst, \( ML_{\text{op}} \) can function as a cocatalyst, and in this case, another term is appropriate in a general rate law like eq 1.

A second critical consideration (especially in the reactions of organophosphonate- and phosphate-containing compounds) that is often ignored in reporting catalytic decontamination (either hydrolysis or oxidation) is that the catalyzed process frequently results in a pH change as the reaction proceeds. In many cases, an equivalent of \( H^+ \) or a Lewis acid is generated per equivalent of CWA consumed. This is a minor factor if the decontamination is barely catalytic (stoichiometric or a few turnovers (TONs) of \(< 5 \)); however, if the TON is 100 or higher, the pH of the medium being decontaminated (unless buffered, which is infrequently the case in realistic field deployment conditions) can become considerably more acidic. This has several consequences. One is that the hydrolysis or oxidation reactions can slow down or completely stop if the base-catalyzed term in the overall rate law \( (k_{\text{ML}} \) in eq 1) is far greater than the other terms; i.e., as \( [\text{OH}^-] \) gets low, then \( k_{\text{OH}} \) necessarily decreases. In CWA hydrolyses that do not involve a metal complex catalyst (i.e., the \( k_{\text{ML}} \) term in eq 1 is zero), this increase in \( [H^+] \) (decrease in \([\text{OH}^-]\)) during turnover, as neutral pH is approached, will greatly slow the reaction because the \( k \) term in the rate law becomes the main rate factor and \( k \) is typically small compared to \( k_{\text{OH}} \).

A third factor that is often ignored in reporting catalytic decontamination is that some hydrolysis reactions can be reversed if the reaction conditions change during the catalytic decontamination reaction itself. For example, base- or base/Lewis acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of VX produces the phosphonic acid/ester (depending on the extent of the hydrolysis) and the thiolate of the side-chain group 2-(disopropylamino)ethyl. If there is no buffer and many equivalents of VX are hydrolyzed, the acid generated can reduce the pH sufficiently to where an acid-catalyzed reformation of the P-S bond can take place. In short, VX can be regenerated. One obvious solution to this is to have conditions where the electron-rich and strongly reducing thiolate of the side chain is rapidly oxidized to the corresponding disulfide or other products; then, reformation of VX is avoided. Decontamination systems that simultaneously catalyze the hydrolysis and oxidation of the products might eliminate the concern over the regeneration of the reactants.

A fourth factor to consider in catalytic decontamination is inhibition of the reaction by the products of the reactions themselves. This is a much greater problem for hydrolysis processes than for oxidation ones. Base-dependent and base/Lewis acid-dependent hydrolyses of OP nerve agents result in acid products that strongly hydrogen bond to the nucleophilic hydrolyzing intermediate anions and/or bind to the electrophilic metal center(s). As this review describes, the inhibition results when the hydrolysis products of the nerve agents, either the half-hydrolyzed monoester or the twice-hydrolyzed methyl phosphonic acid (MPA), bind to and inactivate the basic nucleophilic species (e.g., the anionic oxygens in polyoxometalates that attack the electrophilic OP phosphorus center) by hydrogen bonding. Alternatively, the half-hydrolyzed product or MPA binds strongly to the Zr(IV) centers in Zr-MOFs and Zr-POMs resulting in product inhibition. As described below in this Forum Article, the strongest binding of these products involves a bridging, bidentate, or chelating binding to two adjacent Zr(IV) centers. Strategies that isolate Lewis acidic metal centers may eliminate the tight bidentate binding and product inhibition. Thus, new POMs and MOFs that present different Lewis acidic metal centers in a variety of environments provide a path toward the development of the next generation of decontamination and protection materials.

### 1.3.2. Oxidation-Based Decomposition

In oxidative decontamination, there are a host of issues to consider, particularly for oxidations based on the most desirable oxidant, the \( O_2 \) in ambient air. Chief among these is selectivity, a factor also addressed in the following discussions. This is particularly an issue for sulfur mustard, HD, because the partially oxidized sulfone, bis(2-chloroethyl) sulfone or HDO, is considerably less toxic than the more oxidized sulfone, bis(2-chloroethyl) sulfone or HDO, and the related divinyl sulfone and sulfoxide. The latter are extremely toxic because they can link, like HD itself, a variety of biologically occurring nucleophilic macro-molecules. Selectivity is frequently a greater challenge in oxidations than in hydrolyses and some other classes of reactions. This is particularly the case for \( O_2/air \)-based oxidations because radical-chain oxidation (autoxidation) is almost always a possibility when \( O_2 \) is the terminal oxidant. Unfortunately, autoxidation is rarely selective and can be initiated by traces of most radicals, which themselves can be catalytically produced by some transition metal complexes.

A final point in this overview of catalytic agent decontamination is that reaction conditions matter: many parameters cannot be ignored in studying such processes and optimizing the appropriate catalysts. We recently reported that not only is pH a key in catalytic hydrolysis reactions but also, at constant pH, are \( (a) \) the buffer, \( (b) \) the buffer concentration, and \( (c) \) ionic strength. Also, as discussed later in this Forum Article, the impact on CWA removal of several battlefield contaminants, including the small molecules CO2, CO, SO2, and NO2 and larger species such as hydrocarbons, must be considered. We address, using experimental and complementary computational data, the marked impact of some of these species in catalytic hydrolytic decontamination by MOF and POM systems. Finally, as the subsequent discussion articulates, the relatively safe simulants for CWAs that must be used in most laboratories do differ in properties from the CWAs themselves and the properties of the simulants can impact the catalytic decontamination mechanisms.

### 1.4. CWA Simulants

In this work, we largely focus on the nerve agents: soman and sarin. These agents, although they do not constitute the majority of CWAs, were selected due to their prominence as immediate threats. However, most studies pertaining to material–nerve agent interactions are performed on simulants that are structurally and chemically similar to the agent of interest but have much lower toxicities. The choice of simulant is challenging because the simulants necessarily provide an incomplete measure of performance against actual agents. The choice of simulant is dependent on the similarity in chemistry, kinetic diameters of the molecules, the electron
affinity and electronegativity of the functional groups present, and the strength of interactions with the decontaminant. Agrawal and co-workers examined a multitude of nerve-agent simulants on MOFs that are conducive to sorbent studies on real agents. In their work, they determined the heats of adsorption of over 2900 MOFs for simulants of sarin and soman. They arrived at the conclusion that the most suitable simulant for soman is dimethyl 4-nitrophenylphosphate, DMNP, whereas the most suitable simulant for sarin is dimethyl methyl phosphonate, DMPM, or diethyl chlorophosphate, DCP. The similarity between both the agent and the simulant is in the organophosphorous backbone, which is the essential chemical entity at which the decontamination chemistry occurs. The examination of additional simulants provides insights into the role various functional groups on the live agents may play during decontamination events. CWA simulant studies guide additional experimental work that allow researchers to correlate the behavior of the real agent with a chosen sorbent material and further aid in the development of decomposition methods.

1.5. Metal–Organic Frameworks. MOFs are a class of hybrid organic–inorganic coordination polymers that offer unique avenues for modular synthesis and rational design of engineered materials. They are referred to as coordination networks where both the linker and the metal are connected in a repeating fashion to provide a variety of structures (Figure 2). They are considered a promising class of materials with applications in many interdisciplinary fields, including catalysis, therapeutics, coatings, sensing, separation, gas storage, and filtration. Furthermore, missing organic linkages between metal centers result in defects within the MOF materials, which can be critical to the overall MOF performance.

The Computation-Ready, Experimental (CoRE) MOF database has compiled almost 15,000 structures with disorder-free atomic coordinates from the literature. Such a database enables the researcher to choose from the various types of MOFs based on their surface areas, porosities, pore sizes and shapes, thermal and mechanical properties, and chemical stability relevant to the application of interest. Particularly, MOFs have emerged as candidate materials for the adsorption, filtration, and decontamination of toxic industrial chemicals (TICs) and CWAs. The tunable parameters of MOFs described above facilitate the selective removal of acidic, basic, or neutral gases.

The development of the most effective MOF-based technologies for the capture and decontamination of harmful compounds requires a detailed insight into the structural, physical, and chemical properties of the candidate materials. An example in which the knowledge of fundamental chemical properties of an analyte of interest guided material design is the decontamination of the toxic gas ammonia, a basic molecule with a $p_K_a$ greater than 30. Utilizing physicochemical information, researchers hypothesized and then demonstrated that the incorporation of Lewis acidic sites, such as $\text{Zn}_4\text{O}$ clusters found within MOF-177 and MOF-S, leads to the effective removal of ammonia from a gas source. Other research has shown that acid–base interactions between MOFs and gases are the driving force for the separation and filtration of toxic compounds in effluent streams from industrial processes. For example, a well-known and widely used copper-based MOF, HKUST-1, with open Cu$^{2+}$ centers and partial Lewis acidity and basicity is one of the best MOF candidates for the removal of multiple TICs. However, a major drawback of HKUST-1, as with many other MOFs, is its instability upon water exposure.

1.5.1. Zr-Based MOFs. A family of Zr-based MOFs, the UiO (University of Oslo) series, NU-1000, and MOF-808, with zirconium nodes, $\text{Zr}_6\text{O}_4\text{(OH)}_4\text{(COO)}_{12}$, and different carboxylate ligands (Figure 3) overcome many of the stability issues exhibited by other MOFs and have shown great promise for the capture and decontamination of nerve agents and their simulants. The strong Zr–O bonds afford materials with exceptional thermal and chemical stability, including resistance to the hydrolytic decomposition on exposure to water. The robustness of Zr-MOFs spurred research into the use of these materials for CWA sorption and destruction. Liquid-phase hydrolysis studies of DMNP on UiO-66 and UiO-67 indicated that the pore aperture is an important factor in CWA-simulant chemistry. Thus, UiO-67, with a large pore aperture of 11.5 Å, has been observed to reduce the half-life of DMNP by up to 7 orders of magnitude over its smaller analog.
UiO-66, which has a pore window of 6 Å. Wang et al. found that the adsorption of DMMP on low-defect density Zr-based MOFs is primarily reversible with physisorption being the dominant process.

Guided by these studies, Ruffley et al. screened functionalized carboxylate ligands using density functional theory (DFT) to better understand how nerve agents can be destroyed and to determine if the energetics of MOF−CWA interactions on UiO-67 derivatives can be tuned to improve reaction efficiency. Their research showed that the amine-functionalized benzene diphenyl carboxylate (BDPC) ligand (at the ortho position) resulted in the strongest binding of DMMP (−73 kJ/mol) within the MOF, whereas the pristine ligand had the weakest interactions with DMMP (−62 kJ/mol). The methylated BDPC ligand offered an intermediate binding energy (−70 kJ/mol). In their studies, they observed that, regardless of the UiO-67 derivative used, the adsorption−desorption process followed first-order kinetics with the complete removal of DMMP at 473 K. This prediction was also supported by their experimental studies, which verified a differential affinity of the UiO-based MOFs toward CWA uptake.

In another study, the adsorption and decontamination of DMMP on Zr-based MOFs with different linkers, UiO-66 (benzene 1,4-dicarboxylate, BDC), UiO-67 (BDPC), MOF-808 (benzene tricarboxylate, BTC), and NU-1000 (tetrapotic 1,3,6,8-tetrakis (p-benzoate)), revealed that the configurational geometry, pore volume, and framework topology also play a role in the MOF−CWA interactions. MOF-808 was the best candidate as a DMMP adsorbent due to the accessibility of DMMP to the pores with almost 1.3% in cell volume expansion after an hour of continuous exposure to DMMP vapors. Fourier analysis revealed that the highest electron density, which correlates to the locations of the molecular DMMP, is found around the Zr6 clusters. Wang et al. performed a detailed study into the effect of water on the uptake and degradation of soman and the nerve-agent simulant DMNP on UiO-66 and its aminated analog, UiO-66 NH2. Importantly, their work determined that solid−gas and solid−liquid interactions are different and the amount of water present in the system plays an important role in the decontamination kinetics (Figure 4).

Several studies on Zr-based MOFs have focused on identifying the binding sites for CWAs. The strongest binding sites have been identified as Zr4+, hydroxyl groups, and undercoordinated Zr4+ sites. Modeling, in conjunction with experimental techniques, has confirmed that the most favorable binding sites for sarin are the undercoordinated Lewis acid sites. These Zr4+ sites, located at missing-linker defects or at otherwise undercoordinated secondary building units, are critical for agent−MOF chemistry because they are the sites of adsorption, binding, and activated hydrolysis. Favorable agent or simulant binding arises from the fact that undercoordinated metals offer strong Lewis acid sites for organophosphonate interactions or where aqua ligands can bind to form Zr−OH groups that stabilize the P=O bond via hydrogen bonding. Indeed, the phenomenon of binding at the defect site has been computationally shown and supported by experimental studies. In that work, spectroscopic evidence was presented that showed adsorption occurs at multiple binding sites (i.e., at Zr metal sites, undercoordinated metal sites, and μ3-OH sites) within UiO-66. In another study, the effect of defect density on MOF−soman interactions in UiO-66−NH3 revealed the complexities in quantifying the defect density and allocation of defect sites. Nonetheless, an increase in the number of defects was hypothesized to improve the hydrolysis efficiency of soman and DMMP within the MOF.

**1.6. Polyoxometalates.** In addition to examining Zr-based MOFs as decontamination materials for CWAs, we have investigated an alternative class of materials known as polyoxometalates. POMs comprise a group of molecular, highly tunable, metal−oxygen anions that are important in a wide variety of chemical applications including medicine, catalysis, and materials science (Figure 5).

![Figure 5. Representations of common classes of polyoxometalates.](Image)

MOFs, many researchers have successfully utilized the highly modular properties of these compounds for the decontamination of chemical warfare agents. The two classes of chemical warfare agents are generally detoxified via different pathways: hydrolysis for organophosphorus nerve agents and oxidation for sulphide/amine-based blister agents. This results in certain materials being optimized often for one type of agent or the other. For nerve agents, a wide variety of POMs were shown to catalyze hydrolysis including polymolybdates, polyoxometalates, and polytungstates. For these reactions, the electron-rich oxygen centers, as shown via DFT calculations on Cs8Nb8O39, help the POM to act as a general-base catalyst. Other studies enhanced hydrolysis rates by incorporating...
Lewis acidic centers such as zinc and zirconium, similar to those found in MOFs, either as counter cations or as a part of the POM framework. In these systems, the Lewis acid sites activate the phosphorus–oxygen, or in some cases phosphorus–sulfur, double bond, making the nerve agent more susceptible to nucleophilic attack by water or hydroxide. On the oxidative side, POMs are well-known to catalyze sulfin oxidation in the presence of hydrogen peroxide. A number of groups have used polyoxymolybdates, polyoxoniobates, and polytungstates in the presence of H2O2 to oxidize both number of groups have used polymolybdates, polyniobates, and polytungstates in the presence of H2O2 to oxidize both sulfur, double bond, making the nerve agent more susceptible to nucleophilic attack by water or hydroxide. In an effort to avoid the use of hydrogen peroxide, Hill and co-workers explored POM-catalyzed oxidation using air-based oxygen to drive the reaction. Given the significant degree of overlap between POMs used for catalyzing both sulfin oxidation and organophosphorus hydrolysis, a number of studies have successfully demonstrated activity with a single material for both reactions. In this Forum Article, we highlight specific examples, from our joint research effort, of POM-based catalysis that provide greater detail regarding reaction mechanisms and practical considerations toward the development of deployable detoxifying materials.

2. SPOTLIGHT ON MULTIDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH FOR AGENT DESTRUCTION

In the previous sections, we highlighted the promising potential of both MOFs and POMs as next-generation decontamination sorbent and possibly catalytically active materials; however, a major hurdle in their development is understanding how the materials operate under ambient or battlefield conditions, specifically, vapor-phase exposures in both the absence and presence of ambient gases. The aim of this Forum Article is to present our research efforts addressing two major gaps in the field of adsorbent-based CWA decontamination materials: (1) to understand the interfacial chemistry that occurs upon vapor-phase exposure of CWA and CWA simulants on both MOF- and POM-based materials and (2) to elucidate the effects that ambient gases such as H2O, CO, CO2, SO2, and NO2 as well as possible battlefield contaminants including aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons have on the decontamination efficacy of both MOF and POM materials. Our multidisciplinary research team utilizes in situ and in operando-based experimental techniques combined with high-level computational methods to help bridge the gap between solution-phase laboratory studies and real-world performance. This Forum Article summarizes important advances made by our research team over the past few years.

2.1. Metal–Organic Frameworks. 2.1.1. Diffusion of Organic Compounds through MOFs

The extent to which CWA molecules access the inner pore environment of MOFs, where potential sorption or reaction sites reside, ultimately limits the efficacy of the material as a catalyst. The advantage that the tremendously high surface areas of MOFs offers can only be realized for systems that exhibit rapid diffusion of CWAs to the active sites and efficient transport of products from those sites. Thus, a detailed, molecular-level understanding of the diffusion mechanism and rates of compounds within MOFs can guide rational design of next-generation MOF-based decontamination materials.

With the goal of evaluating the transport dynamics of CWAs in Zr-based MOFs, our research efforts began by developing a method for monitoring molecular transport under pristine conditions. Our approach, adapted from Kim et al., utilized in situ infrared (IR) spectroscopy operating under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions to monitor changes that occur during exposure, diffusion, and desorption of the analytes of interest within porous materials, specifically Zr-based MOFs. Initial diffusion studies were performed on UiO-66 with a series of linear and aromatic hydrocarbons to validate the method. Hydrocarbons were chosen for the initial studies due to their relatively low complexity compared to CWA systems as well as due to their importance in petrochemical, environmental, and military-related fields.

Upon exposure to each of the hydrocarbons of interest, perturbations of the ν(CH=O) mode of UiO-66 (3674 cm⁻¹) provide clear spectroscopic evidence that each analyte was able to access the inner pore environment of UiO-66 (Figure 6). The m- and o-xylene molecules, which have kinetic diameters (6.8 Å) on the same scale size as the pore apertures of UiO-66 (6.5 Å), likely require dihedral rotation of the of the organic linkers for passage to be possible. Isothermal diffusion studies, in which characteristic C–H or C–D vibrational modes associated with the adsorbed analytes of interest were monitored during diffusion and desorption from UiO-66, revealed fully reversible analyte–MOF interactions. Modeling the gas transport with Fick’s second law yielded diffusion coefficients for each analyte at several temperatures spanning from 173 to 363 K (Table 1). The calculated diffusion coefficients ranged from 2.58 × 10⁻¹¹ to 9.24 × 10⁻⁹ cm² s⁻¹ depending on the analyte–temperature pair and increased as the sample temperature increased.

The diffusion rates of the analytes were strongly dependent on the kinetic diameter of each compound. n-Butane and n-pentane, which have kinetic diameters much smaller than the dimensions of the pore aperture of UiO-66, diffused much faster than the bulkier aromatic compounds at a given temperature (Table 1). benzene and toluene diffused faster than each of the xylene isomers. Interestingly, the diffusion rates of benzene and toluene are almost identical, which was not expected due to the additional methyl group on
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Table 1. Diffusivities and Activation Energies of Diffusion for Select Hydrocarbons in UiO-6643,44

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Diffusivity (233 K) (10⁻¹⁰ cm² s⁻¹)</th>
<th>Diffusivity (283 K) (10⁻¹⁰ cm² s⁻¹)</th>
<th>E_{Diff} (kJ/mol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n-butane</td>
<td>8.75±5</td>
<td>21.0 ± 1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-pentane</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>36.5 ± 2.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>benzene-(d_6)</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>45.4 ± 1.9</td>
<td>32.9 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toluene-(d_8)</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>41.7 ± 1.1</td>
<td>34.7 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(p)-xylene-(d_{10})</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>42.7 ± 2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m)-xylene-(d_{10})</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>44.2 ± 2.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(o)-xylene-(d_{10})</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>44.2 ± 2.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{213}\)K.

toluene that one might hypothesize leads to slightly stronger dispersive interactions during transport.
In all cases, the observed exponential increase in diffusivity with increasing temperature suggested hydrocarbon diffusion through UiO-66 is an activated process. As such, activation energies of diffusion (\(E_{Diff}\)), which provide insight into the diffusion-limiting step of transport, were calculated using an Arrhenius-type analysis (Figure 7) and were found to range from 21 to 45 kJ/mol across the series of selected hydrocarbons (Table 1).\(^ {47,48}\) The Arrhenius fits revealed that, among the aromatic compounds, benzene and toluene have similar activation energies of about 34 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), while the three xylene isomers have much larger but consistent values of 43–44 kJ mol\(^{-1}\). The similarity in \(E_{Diff}\) values between benzene and toluene suggests that the diffusion-limiting step is not a result of dispersive interactions between the compound and the MOF. It was determined that, for the bulky aromatic compounds, passage through the 6.5 Å triangular apertures located at the octahedral–tetrahedral pore interface was the rate-limiting process. As a result, the 10 kJ/mol increase in \(E_{Diff}\) from benzene and toluene to the xylene isomers was attributed to the added steric hindrance of the molecules, which resulted in greater distortion of the triangular window as the larger xylene isomers passed through the pore apertures.\(^ {48}\)

For the linear-alkane transport, a comparison of the activation energies of diffusion for butane through the dehydroxylated versus the dehydroxylated form of UiO-66 revealed the diffusion-limiting step to be breakage of the \(-\text{CH}_3\)\(\cdot\)\(\cdot\)\(\cdot\)OH hydrogen bond.\(^ {47}\) The small kinetic diameter of the linear alkanes resulted in more efficient passage through the triangular pore apertures relative to the bulkier aromatic compounds. In contrast, no difference in \(E_{Diff}\) values was observed for \(p\)-xylene diffusion through dehydroxylated versus dehydroxylated UiO-66, despite differences in the rate of diffusion. Similar activation energies, but varying rates of transport, suggest that the diffusion rate-limiting step for the bulkier molecules is the passage through the triangular apertures and other, relatively low energy dispersive interactions control the overall diffusivity.\(^ {45}\)

Overall, our research efforts into the transport dynamics of compounds through UiO-66 highlight how the topological features within MOFs must be considered together with the characteristics of guest molecules to predict transport rates. Particularly, our results can be extended to better understand the uptake, migration, and binding mechanism associated with CWAs and CWA simulants.

2.1.2. Uptake and Decomposition of DMMP and DMCP within Zr-Based MOFs. A major aim of our research efforts is to understand how nerve agents in the gas phase adsorb, diffuse, and react with Zr-based MOFs. To achieve this, we employ similar in situ infrared spectroscopic methods discussed in the previous section, combined with ambient pressure-based synchrotron powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) and synchrotron extended X-ray absorption fine-structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy, to monitor the interactions and reactions between the nerve-agent simulants dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP) and dimethyl chlorophosphate (DMCP), and a series of Zr-based MOFs.\(^ {27,30}\) While GC-MS, UV–vis, and phosphorus-31 nuclear magnetic resonance (\(^{31}\)P NMR) spectroscopy have been traditionally employed to monitor nerve agent and nerve-agent simulant degradation in solution-phase studies,\(^ {17}\) they provide limited information about the chemistry that occurs on the surface of the MOF materials. Furthermore, these techniques are largely unable to examine gas–solid systems and instead are generally limited to materials in solution. The use of in situ FTIR, synchrotron PXRD, EXAFS, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) overcome these limitations by providing the ability to track molecular-level changes at the surface of the material down to the atomic scale upon gas-phase exposure at varying temperature and chemical environments.

Nerve-agent simulant uptake studies were conducted on five Zr-based MOFs, UiO-66, UiO-66–NH\(_2\), UiO-67, MOF-808, and NU-1000, each of which was composed of the same Zr\(_0\) oxocluster-based inorganic node.\(^ {30}\) Previous computational studies suggest undercoordinated zirconium sites located on the MOF node, either intrinsic to the MOF structure or through the presence of defects, are largely responsible for the catalytic hydrolysis observed in the solution-based studies.\(^ {18,28}\)

Our FTIR results revealed that both DMMP and DMCP physisorbed onto each of the Zr-based MOFs, as evidenced by infrared features consistent with the corresponding condensed-phase simulant (Figures 8 and 9, blue traces).\(^ {30}\) In addition, the simultaneous depletion of the \(\nu(\text{O}–\text{H})\) feature near 3674
whereas significant depletion of the free hydroxyl was observed in the larger-pored MOFs, UiO-66, MOF-808, and NU-1000 (Figure 8A). This suggests the triangular apertures of UiO-66 and UiO-66–NH$_2$ are too small for DMMP and DMCP to access the pore environments of either MOF, rendering the majority of the potential active sites are inaccessible for nerve-agent destruction, unless missing-linker defects are present.

Several isothermal diffusion experiments similar to those described in the previous section were attempted with the nerve-agent simulants; however, minimal diffusion and desorption were observed even at room temperature. While no experimental diffusion coefficients or energetics could be obtained from these studies, recent computational efforts by Agrawal et al. revealed that diffusion of DMMP through UiO-66 is extremely slow ($1.6 \times 10^{-13}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$) and has a relatively high activation energy required to pass through the small triangular pore apertures (56.1 kJ/mol). Upon heating the samples, evidence for desorption of physisorbed DMMP and DMCP was observed, which indicates unreacted simulants resided on the surface of the MOFs. However, the development of prominent IR features between 1080 and 1120 cm$^{-1}$, consistent with new ν(O−P−O) modes, appeared in both the DMMP and DMCP systems across the entire series of Zr-MOFs examined (Figures 8 and 9, red traces), which suggests DMMP and DMCP react on the surface of each MOF in a similar manner. Further heating up to 600 K accelerated the desorption of physisorbed DMMP and DMCP as well as the growth of the new feature near 1100 cm$^{-1}$. The persistence of the new ν(O−P−O) features at high temperatures indicates a strongly bound reaction product, which we have determined to be a bidentate-bound phosphate/phosphonate species remaining on the surface of the MOF.

Results from the X-ray-based spectroscopic techniques provide complementary information to the infrared-based studies. XPS results from the P 2p region for the post-DMMP and post-DMCP exposed Zr-MOFs confirmed the presence of irreversibly bound phosphorus-containing species remaining on the samples following heating up to 600 K and re-exposure to ambient conditions. Furthermore, shifts in the Zr 3d$5/2$ and Zr 3d$3/2$ modes indicate a change in the electronic environment of the zirconium species. The observed changes in the electronic environment of the Zr species are consistent with the results gathered from EXAFS studies of the Zr K-edge where the Zr−O and Zr−Zr peaks decreased due to the increased disorder as DMMP molecules directly interact with Zr. The in situ PXRD results revealed that each of the Zr-MOF samples experienced lattice expansion upon exposure to DMMP vapor, consistent with molecules diffusing into the inner pore environment.

For the DMCP-exposed samples, the examination of the C 1s and Cl 2p regions of the XPS data provided insight into which bonds, P−OCH$_3$ and/or P−Cl, were broken during the hydrolysis reaction. The C 1s region reveals the growth of a small feature between 286 and 287 eV, consistent with the binding energy reported for the −OCH$_3$ moiety of DMMP on the metal-oxide surfaces. These results are consistent with the FTIR results that show the MOF still contained residual −CH$_3$ species after heating. However, no peaks were observed in the Cl 2p region following DMCP exposure, which reveals two key
insights to the structure of the DMCP species within the MOF. The first is that no molecularly adsorbed (intact) DMCP remained in the pores of the MOF following heating. Second, the absence of chlorine in the XPS spectrum provides evidence of the chlorine elimination hydrolysis pathway where the bound DMCP reacts on the surface of the MOF and the $P-Cl$ bond is cleaved. Computational studies of sarin on UiO-66 reveal that both HF and isopropyl alcohol can be produced during hydrolysis, but the alcohol elimination pathway is more thermodynamically favorable. Considering that the $P-Cl$ bond is much more labile than the $P-F$ bond, it is not surprising that the Cl elimination pathway was observed for DMCP.

While minimal information regarding catalytic behavior can be elucidated from these studies alone, the presence of the irreversibly bound reaction products indicates that at some point the reaction sites on the MOFs undergo chemical transformation, which may preclude further reactions (catalytic turnover). On-going studies that are examining the gas-phase effluent will help bridge the gap between the solution-phase catalytic studies and those presented here.

Furthermore, the similarities of the final FTIR and XPS spectra across the DMMP- and DMCP-exposed Zr-MOFs indicate a similar irreversibly bound reaction product forms in each of the systems examined in this work. Given that each of the Zr-MOFs share the same $Zr\text{O}_6\text{(OH)}_4$-based node, DMMP and DMCP adsorption and reaction most likely occur at undercoordinated zirconium sites. The next section in this Forum Article discusses complementary computational efforts aimed to build upon the experimental findings presented in this section and to better understand both the adsorption and reaction pathways of DMMP, DMCP, and CWAs on Zr-MOFs.

### 2.1.3. Computational Studies of the Reaction Pathway for DMMP and GB

As with any catalytic process, intimate knowledge of the reaction mechanism at a fully atomistic level can be used to accelerate catalyst development. Consequently, vigorous computational work has been carried out to reveal the reaction mechanism for the degradation of organophosphorus compounds on Zr-MOFs.

The reaction mechanism of nerve-agent hydrolysis by Zr-MOFs involves electrophilic activation of the agent via coordination to the MOF, nucleophilic addition of hydroxide to the phosphorus center of the agent, and elimination of a substituent to yield a less toxic organophosphorus compound (Figure 11). Zr-MOFs are extraordinary materials for hydrolytic removal of nerve agents in part because they present Lewis acidic $Zr$(IV) sites that enable electrophilic activation of the OP compound upon coordination. Once coordinated, the nerve agent undergoes hydrolysis via hydroxide addition followed by elimination of an $-X$ substituent ($X = F$ or OR, where R is an alkyl group, depending on the nerve agent or mimic). The source of hydroxide might vary according to the conditions. Thus, in buffered solutions, OH is provided by the buffer medium, at the gas–solid interface under conditions of high relative humidity by ambient water, and in dry conditions characteristic of ultrahigh-vacuum environments by a hydroxide ligand in a $Zr$ center adjacent to the nerve-agent coordination site. The addition of hydroxide to the hexacoordinated phosphorus center of the nerve agent generates a pentacoordinated phosphorus intermediate that undergoes

Figure 11. Potential energy diagram for the central steps of the reaction mechanism of GB hydrolysis with the secondary building units (SBUs) of dry UiO-66 (black trace) and MOF-808 (red) along the lowest-energy branch of the C approach. Atom colors are as follows: Zr, teal; O, red; C, brown; H, white. Reprinted from Troya, D. Reaction Mechanism of Nerve-Agent Decomposition with Zr-Based Metal Organic Frameworks. J. Phys. Chem. C 2016, 120, 29312–29323 (ref 28). Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
elimination over low barriers. In GB, the fastest elimination route involves scission of the P–F bond, which removes the biological toxicity of the agent.

An important result of the combined experimental and theoretical work in UHV conditions is that the phosphorus-containing hydrolysis product of the nerve agent remains strongly bound to the MOF, which inhibits further hydrolysis on the same site. Indeed, the interactions between the OP fragment and the Zr-MOF are so strong that they resist thermal treatment at extremely high temperatures such that the Zr-MOF decomposes before the Zr–OP bonds dissociate. Other experiments at the gas–solid interface at ambient pressures have also detected products bound on the Zr-MOF under He flow, suggesting product inhibition in solid Zr-MOF formulations might not be exclusive of vacuum conditions. The strongest-bound products determined by the experiments and calculation feature bidentate binding of the OP fragment that results from nerve-agent hydrolysis to adjacent Zr sites on the MOF, which informs the search for alternative materials that isolate the Lewis acid Zr centers. Notwithstanding, new experimental studies that incorporate a solid-state base within MOFs for the hydrolysis of CWA simulants show significant promise in addressing challenges imposed by product inhibition.

### 2.1.4. Uptake, Diffusion, and Decomposition of 2-CEES within Zr-Based MOFs

In addition to the extensive research that has focused on the development of zirconium-based MOFs for the degradation of nerve agents, recent studies have indicated that these MOFs are also active for the degradation of sulfur mustard (HD). Gil-San-Millan et al. demonstrated that UiO-66-based MOFs are active for the hydrolysis of the HD simulant 2-chloroethyl ethyl sulfide (2-CEES) in solution-phase studies. PCN-222 and NU-1000 post-synthetically modified with photosensitizers have shown the ability to partially oxidize 2-CEES to 2-chloroethyl ethyl sulfone under visible light irradiation in solution. Motivated by these promising results, we have explored how the Zr-based MOFs interact with HD in the gas phase. Specifically, we are working to understand how HD simulants adsorb within the MOFs and how changes to the MOF structure affect the overall dynamics.

Similar to our studies on the uptake of nerve agents within Zr-based MOFs discussed in a previous section, ongoing studies employ in situ infrared spectroscopy to probe the uptake and transport of the HD simulant 2-CEES in Zr-based MOFs. Upon exposure of the Zr-MOFs to vaporous 2-CEES, the infrared spectra reveal that 2-CEES molecularly adsorbs within the pores of each MOF through the formation of hydrogen bonds with the free hydroxyl groups of the Zr6 nodes. Previous IR studies of 2-CEES adsorption on amorphous silica, zeolites, and titania–silica powders have indicated that both the sulfur and chlorine moieties in 2-CEES are capable of acting as hydrogen bond acceptors. Our preliminary studies reveal that, in UiO-66, 2-CEES forms hydrogen bonds through the chlorine atoms, whereas in UiO-67 and NU-1000, 2-CEES may form hydrogen bonds through both the sulfur and chlorine atoms, likely due to the less-constrained pore environments of these MOFs. However, similar to the aromatic hydrocarbon system described in a previous section, hydrogen bond breakage appears to not be the diffusion-limiting step for 2-CEES transport through Zr-based MOFs. Instead, the diffusion studies reveal that the pore size(s) of the MOF significantly affects both the rate and activation energy of 2-CEES diffusion through the MOFs: transport was fastest through NU-1000 and slowest in UiO-66. Ongoing efforts are underway to elucidate the diffusion mechanisms and to quantify the rate and energetics of 2-CEES transport through Zr-based MOFs.

#### 2.1.5. Effect of Atmospheric Gases on Zr-MOFs

One of the important aspects of studies on metal–organic frameworks is related to the effect of small gas molecules on the structure and properties of MOFs. The porous MOFs can contain various possible adsorption sites, such as organic linkers, metal nodes, or additional functional groups introduced via post-synthesis modifications. Studies have shown that sorption or separation performance can be improved by tuning reactive metal centers or functionalized ligands that bind to gas molecules. Designing the optimal material for selective gas adsorption, separation, or sensing requires identification of the specific gas adsorption sites as well as transport properties of the porous material. Experimental gas sorption studies of
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**Figure 12.** Probing the concentration of missing linkers in UiO-66 as a function of the pretreatment temperature. (A) Infrared spectra recorded during CO adsorption at 103 K. (B) The integrated absorbance of the ρ(CH) modes of UiO-66 (red), μ3-hydroxyl (black), and the CO (blue) uptake at each corresponding pretreatment temperature. Each data point is normalized relative to the maximum absorbance achieved during thermal treatment for the ρ(CH) modes, μ3-hydroxyl, and CO bound to Zr, respectively. The labels correspond to the pretreatment temperatures: (i) 448 K, (ii) 573 K, (iii) 673 K, (iv) 723 K, (v) 773 K, (vi) 823 K, and (vii) 873 K. Reprinted from Driscoll, D. M.; Troya, D.; Usov, P. M.; Maynes, A. J.; Morris, A. J.; Morris, J. R. Characterization of Undercoordinated Zr Defect Sites in UiO-66 with Vibrational Spectroscopy of Adsorbed CO. J. Phys. Chem. C 2018, 122, 14582–14589 (ref 61). Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
MOFs usually focus on gas isothermal measurements that, while providing the necessary information on the overall gas uptake and framework behavior upon gas loading, yield limited information on the mechanism of gas adsorption. In our research, we have focused on using in situ infrared spectroscopy as well as X-ray diffraction and theoretical calculations that contribute to our understanding of the specific interactions responsible for enhanced adsorption and selectivity and can assist with new synthetic targets for various gas separation processes.

Due to their porous nature and ultrahigh surface areas, MOFs have been proposed in a vast array of applications, among which CO2 sequestration is one of the most studied. In our work, we focused on the water-stable UiO-66.60 The structure of UiO-66 is especially interesting as it contains Brønsted acidic and Lewis acidic sites that play an important role in sorption, separation, and potential catalytic processes involving small gaseous molecules. We have determined the CO2 binding locations and adsorption enthalpies using in situ infrared spectroscopic techniques coupled with DFT. Two unique CO2 binding motifs in UiO-66 were identified through differing vibrational frequencies of the asymmetric OCO stretching mode. The higher-energy binding appears between CO and the μ3-OH and CO2 via hydrogen bonding on the MOF nodes with an enthalpy of $-38.0 \pm 1.5$ kJ/mol. The second type of adsorption site that is located within pore space of the MOF stabilized CO2 molecules through dispersion forces with an enthalpy of adsorption of $-30.2 \pm 1.3$ kJ/mol. Thus, our results show that, in order to optimize the CO2 adsorption performance, UiO-66 should not be treated beyond the temperature of 573 K because it leads to dehydroxylation and removal of higher-energy adsorption sites.60

We used a similar protocol to further explore CO adsorption on both the hydroxylated and dehydroxylated forms of UiO-66 at varying degrees of defect density within the MOF.61,62 The unique vibrational character of adsorbed CO not only allows for one to probe the molecular nature of acidic sites61 but also provides the thermodynamics of CO uptake and transport within materials. Two unique binding configurations, both between CO and the μ3-OH groups of the hydroxylated MOF, were identified on the basis of differing stretching vibrations of CO ads when interacting through the C and O atoms of the molecule ($2152$ and $2124$ cm$^{-1}$, respectively) (Figure 12). Variable temperature infrared spectroscopy (VTIR) was employed to attain energetics of CO adsorption ($17$ kJ/mol) and isomerization from the carboxyl to the isocarbonyl configuration ($4$ kJ/mol). Results suggest that CO–hydroxyl interactions, while weak in nature, play a critical role in CO adsorption within the confined pore environment of UiO-66. Following dehydroxylation of UiO-66, both CO binding geometries are absent, confirming the significance of the hydroxyl–CO interactions to the sorption of carbon monoxide within UiO-66.

Upon sequential heat treatments to 973 K, a new IR feature at 2179 cm$^{-1}$ appeared following the dehydroxylation (Figure 12). The new IR feature at 2179 cm$^{-1}$ was assigned to the excitation of the vibrational motion of CO adsorbed to a coordinatively unsaturated Zr atom at a missing-linker defect site.63 Each subsequent heat treatment yielded further breakdown of the MOF structure via the removal of organic linkers until the entire MOF was found to have collapsed near 973 K. Confirmation of the CO–Zr$_{\text{CUS}}$ assignment was attained through quenching of the Lewis acids with D$_2$O, which was found to block CO uptake. These results display the power of CO as a probe molecule for characterizing defect sites within MOFs. In addition, the CO and CO$_2$ studies demonstrate that the VTIR methods provide experimental benchmarks for computational-based studies on small molecule–hydroxyl interactions within MOFs.

As discussed above, we explored how atmospheric gases can influence sarin decontamination in MOFs. In our work, we reported the capture and hydrolysis of a nerve-agent simulant, dimethyl methyl phosphonate (DMMP) vapor, by a series of Zr-based MOFs including UiO-66, UiO-67, MOF-808, and NU-1000. By applying several methods such as PXRD, diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS), and EXAFS, we assigned DMMP adsorption sites and proposed the decomposition mechanism.65 Knowing the mechanism of decomposition in the pristine laboratory conditions (i.e., He carrier gas), we explored further if the same characteristics were observed if MOFs are exposed to simulated vapor in ambient air. Our results suggest that indeed DMMP enters the pores of activated MOFs, even in the presence of humidity or other ambient gases. Those preliminary results compelled us to explore the effect of ambient gases, specifically CO2 on the DMMP adsorption and decomposition in a more in-depth study.

We combined in situ FTIR, DRIFTS, synchrotron PXRD, and theoretical calculations to determine how CO2 binds with MOF-808 and if CO2 adsorption influences the decomposition of DMMP.64 We established through VTIR that CO2 adsorbs within the MOF with an energy of $-32.2 \pm 1.8$ kJ/mol. In situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction results show that CO2 is located inside the tetrahedral pores, stabilized through dispersion interactions with the pore walls. When CO2 is introduced to MOF-808 together with DMMP, it leads to the formation of carbonate species as is evident from in situ DRIFTS measurements. The reaction with CO2 also appears to hinder the decomposition of DMMP until the carbonate formation is complete. The analysis of the kinetics of the reaction suggested that CO2 accelerates the desorption of bound DMMP and decomposition of MMPA (the reaction byproduct).

2.2. Polyoxometalates. As mentioned above, POMs are another class of highly tunable materials that catalyze the decomposition of CWAs.38,65 However, key mechanistic details of these catalytic reactions under varying environmental conditions remain unsolved. The next several sections highlight our efforts to understand the surface chemistry that occurs upon vapor-phase exposure of CWA and CWA simulants with and without the presence of ambient gases on two promising POM materials: polyoxoniobate, Cs$_8$[Nb$_6$O$_{19}$]$_2$·7H$_2$O (referred herein as “22Nb–POM”) vs. Cs$_8$[Nb$_6$O$_{19}$]$_2$·7H$_2$O (referred herein as “22Nb–POM”) vs. Cs$_8$[Zr$_6$O$_{19}$]$_2$·7H$_2$O (referred herein as “22Zr–POM”).

2.2.1. DMMP Uptake and Decomposition on a Nb$_6$-Based POM. Wang et al.66 revealed atomic-level details of the interaction between the Lindqvist polyoxoniobate, Cs$_8$[Nb$_6$O$_{19}$]$_2$·7H$_2$O (referred herein as “22Nb–POM”), and DMMP, by correlating complementary in situ measurements, a combination of Raman and synchrotron-based X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) spectroscopies with X-ray diffraction (XRD). This is the first time that a structure–activity correlation in POM chemistry has been characterized in situ utilizing three types of complementary measurements performed under nearly identical operational conditions, enabling direct correlation of results across all experiments. In this work, many atomistic details of the reaction, including the nature of the active sites, their dynamic changes during the
reaction, and the characterization of the intermediates or products, have been experimentally investigated. By detecting the reaction products and correlating the changes in the POM that occurred at the corresponding stage of the reaction, we concluded that the reaction follows a general-base hydrolysis mechanism, where DMMP hydrolytically decomposes via the cleavage of a $\text{P-OCH}_3$ bond and forms methanol and methyl methyolphosphonic acid (MMPA). During DMMP decomposition, the $\text{Cs}_8\text{Nb}_6\text{O}_{19}$ substrate is protonated at the Lindqvist unit $[\text{Nb}_6\text{O}_{19}]^{8-}$ oxygen sites, which induces bond distance disordering and charge redistribution in the solid. The process of protonation, coupled with the irreversible binding of the products, strongly suggests that the CsPONb-based materials for OP decomposition may not be viable without new approaches that address product inhibition.

As a complement to the experimental work, the hydrolysis of sarin and surrogate molecules on the cesium salt of hexaniobate, $\text{Cs}_8\text{Nb}_6\text{O}_{19}$, was also subjected to mechanistic interrogation by computational methods. Once nerve-agent hydrolysis was detected experimentally, an important question was whether the mechanism followed a general- or agent hydrolysis in the solid state with the products, strongly suggests that the CsPONb-based materials for OP decomposition may not be viable without new approaches that address product inhibition.

DFT exploration of the reaction mechanism did map out a general-base hydrolysis mechanism in the solid state with sarin. It was shown that GB decomposition by $\text{Cs}_8\text{Nb}_6\text{O}_{19}$ is a multistep process and includes the following elementary steps (see Scheme 1): (a) the adsorption of water and the nerve agent on the reactive terminal oxo-center ($\text{O}^\delta$) of the $\text{Cs}_8\text{Nb}_6\text{O}_{19}$ species, (b) concerted dissociation of the adsorbed water molecule on a basic oxygen atom of the polyoxoniobiate and nucleophilic addition of the nascent OH group to the phosphorus center of the nerve agent, and (c) rapid reorganization of the resulting pentacoordinated-phosphorus intermediate followed by dissociation of either HF or isopropanol resulting in the formation of POM-bound isopropyl methyl phosphonic acid ($\mu$-MPA) or methyl phosphonofluoridic acid (MPFA), respectively. The calculations are in full agreement with the experimental work where the phosphonic acids ($\mu$-MPA) and MPFA are extraordinarily strongly bound to the protonated $[\text{Cs}_8\text{Nb}_6\text{O}_{19}\text{H}]^+$ core such that desorption from the solid is not possible upon gentle thermal treatment. This ultimately leads to the poisoning of the CsPONb material. These results suggest full catalyst regeneration might not only require additional treatment but also depend on the nature of counter cations as well as the real-time (ambient) experimental conditions, including the presence of ambient contaminant gases.

2.2.2. Ambient Gas Adsorption on the Nb$_6$ POM. Comprehensive computational and experimental studies involving NO$_2$, CO$_2$, and SO$_2$ were conducted to elucidate the impacting factors of ambient gas molecules on the structure, stability, and reactivity of this class of POM. These studies revealed that the impact of the diamagnetic CO$_2$ and SO$_2$ molecules on $\text{Cs}_8\text{Nb}_6\text{O}_{19}$ is fundamentally different than that of the NO$_2$ radical. As seen in Table 2, $\text{Cs}_8\text{Nb}_6\text{O}_{19}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Delta H$</th>
<th>$\Delta G$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-29.0</td>
<td>-32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-16.7</td>
<td>-10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-47.6</td>
<td>-40.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-34.1</td>
<td>-26.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-22.2</td>
<td>-22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-18.7</td>
<td>-13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-74.6</td>
<td>-58.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-22.4</td>
<td>-11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-21.0</td>
<td>-9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-23.6</td>
<td>-17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-17.4</td>
<td>-4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-17.4</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-16.4</td>
<td>-3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"The superscripts "t" and "μ" indicate the position where the molecule is adsorbed on $\text{Cs}_8\text{Nb}_6\text{O}_{19}$: $\text{Cs}^t$ indicates NO$_2$ adsorption to two Cs counter cations in a symmetric manner. Reprinted with permission from A. L. Kaledin, D. M. Driscoll, D. Troya, D. L. Collins-Wildman, C. L. Hill, J. R. Morris, and D. G. Musaev, Chem. Sci., 2018, 9, 2147 (ref 66). Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Table 2. Adsorption Energies (Enthalpy, $\Delta H$, in kcal/mol) Defined as Energy Differences of the Complex $\text{Cs}_8\text{Nb}_6\text{O}_{19}/X$ and Its Two Separated Fragments, $\text{Cs}_8\text{Nb}_6\text{O}_{19} + X$, where $X = \text{CO}_2$, $\text{NO}_2$, and $\text{SO}_2$ at 298.15 K and 1 atm$^*$.  

absorbs SO$_2$ and, to a lesser extent, CO$_2$ molecules more strongly than it adsorbs water and sarin (GB) on its reactive $\text{O}^\delta$ center. Calculations also show that, at high ambient gas concentrations, a single $\text{Cs}_8\text{Nb}_6\text{O}_{19}$ species can bind several CO$_2$ and SO$_2$ molecules.

IR spectroscopic studies of CO$_2$ adsorption onto $\text{Cs}_8\text{Nb}_6\text{O}_{19}$ revealed features consistent with a bent structure of the adsorbate at the surface (Figure 13A,i), which is in full agreement with the computational results (Figure 14). Upon evacuation of CO$_2$ from the chamber, the 1229 cm$^{-1}$ spectroscopic feature associated with a ν$_{\text{sym}}$(C–O) vibration diminishes, indicating that this band corresponds to the vibrational motion of a weakly bound CO$_2$ species on the surface (Figure 13A,ii); however, the two other features (1659
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**Scheme 1. Schematic Presentation of the Mechanism of Sarin (GB) Hydrolysis Promoted by the Polyoxoniobiate, $\text{Cs}_8\text{Nb}_6\text{O}_{19}$**

---

and 1290 cm$^{-1}$) persist until heating the Cs$_8$Nb$_6$O$_{19}$ sample to 423 K (Figure 13A,iii), which suggests that the molecules responsible for these infrared bands are strongly bound to Cs$_8$Nb$_6$O$_{19}$.

Binding of NO$_2$ radicals to Cs$_8$Nb$_6$O$_{19}$ is fundamentally different than that of the diamagnetic CO$_2$ and SO$_2$ molecules. At ambient temperatures, a weak coordination of a first NO$_2$ radical to Cs$_8$Nb$_6$O$_{19}$ imparts partial radical character to the polyoxoniobate and promotes coordination of a second NO$_2$ to the O$^-$ site of the POM to form a stable diamagnetic Cs$_8$Nb$_6$O$_{19}$/(NO$_2$)$_2$ species. At low temperatures, two NO$_2$ radicals form a stable dinitrogen tetraoxide (N$_2$O$_4$) that weakly interacts with the Cs$_8$Nb$_6$O$_{19}$ (Figure 14). The resulting Cs$_8$Nb$_6$O$_{19}$/[NO$_2$(Cs$^+$)NO$_2$(O$^-$)] species was found to contain the most thermodynamically favorable NO$_2$ con-

Figure 14. Energetically lowest structures of the ambient gas molecules CO$_2$, SO$_2$, and NO$_2$ adsorption on Cs$_8$Nb$_6$O$_{19}$ with their important geometry parameters (in Å). Reprinted with permission from A. L. Kaledin, D. M. Driscoll, D. Troya, D. L. Collins-Wildman, C. L. Hill, J. R. Morris, and D. G. Musaev, Chem. Sci., 2018, 9, 2147 (ref 66). Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry.
transformed into Cs₈Nb₆O₁₉\([\text{NO}_2(Cs^4\text{N})\text{NO}_2(Ot)]\) upon heating.

The combination of experimental and computational results summarized above suggests that the ambient molecules CO₂, NO₂, and SO₂ may preferentially bind to the NbPOM relative to water and the GB molecules, due to their stronger interactions with POM, both of which are required for hydrolysis (see Table 2). Strongly bound ambient gas molecules may alter the mechanism of sarin hydrolysis by Cs₈Nb₆O₁₉ reported earlier by blocking the catalytically active Ot centers and hinder water and sarin coordination. Additionally, the interaction of an ambient gas molecule with Cs₈Nb₆O₁₉ may change the electronic properties of the polyoxoniobate, which is expected to impact only the calculated energetics of sarin hydrolysis but will not significantly change the nature of intermediates and transition-state structures reported previously.

2.2.3. Effect of Ambient Gases on the Hydrolysis of Sarin by Cs₈Nb₆O₁₉. DFT calculations were performed to test the hypothesis that the presence of ambient gases on Cs₈Nb₆O₁₉ affects the hydrolysis mechanism of sarin on Cs₈Nb₆O₁₉. Similar to the case without ambient gas molecules, in the presence of CO₂ or SO₂ (X), the GB hydrolysis by Cs₈Nb₆O₁₉/X proceeds via a general-base hydrolysis. Due to the presence of X occupying the active Ot site, water coordinates with Cs₈Nb₆O₁₉ via hydrogen bonding to one bridging (Oμ) and one CO (O₁) oxygen atom (instead of Ot) (Figure 15). A concerted hydrolysis of the adsorbed water molecule on a basic oxygen atom of the polyoxoniobiate then follows, which results in the nucleophilic addition of a nascent OH group to the phosphorus center of the nerve agent. Decomposition of the ensuing intermediate furnishes HF + i-MPA or isopropanol + MPFA. The resulting phosphonic acids are strongly bound to the solid.

Ultimately, Cs₈Nb₆O₁₉ adsorbs the ambient gas molecules CO₂ and SO₂ at its basic O' (or O") reactive center, which shields them from involvement in the base hydrolysis. As a result, one of the O centers of the coordinated ambient gas molecule becomes an active hydrolysis site. This raises the energy of the stationary points relative to the reactants asymptote and increases the hydrolysis barrier relative to the ambient-gas free Cs₈Nb₆O₁₉ (Figure 16). Regeneration of the catalyst therefore is a highly endergonic process and is the rate-limiting step for GB hydrolytic decontamination, in both the absence and presence of ambient gas molecules.

2.2.4. Zr-POM Buffer Effects on Chemistry with Simulant. In addition to exploration of the Cs₈Nb₆O₁₉ POM, the zirconium-containing POM, (Et₂NH₂)₈[\(\alpha\)-PW₁₁O₃₉Zr(μ-OH)(H₂O)]₂·7H₂O (Zr-POM) (Figure 17), was extensively investigated in both homogeneous- and heterogeneous-based catalytic conditions. Due to the heterogeneous nature of Zr-POM and the complexity of its interaction with CWAs/simulants, there are several challenges that limit the understanding of the mechanisms of chemical transformation, including (1) dynamic changes of the structures of both the filtration materials and reactant(s), (2) uncertainty in the nature of the structural/functional units where the reactions occur, (3) scarcity of the experimental methods that are...
sensitive to changes that may occur in the several interacting parts of these complex systems, and (4) the need to bring this research to relevant environmental conditions, where the sensitivity of many characterization techniques is particularly limited, and (5) the necessity to evaluate the quality of CWA simulants as adequate model systems.

In an effort to bridge the gap between the CWA hydrolysis studies performed under homogeneous and heterogeneous conditions, several key parameters for solution-phase systems including pH, ionic strength, buffer type, and catalyst and substrate concentrations were evaluated using $^{31}$P NMR and including pH, ionic strength, buffer type, catalyst and substrate concentrations were evaluated using $^{31}$P NMR and DFT calculations for their role in the decomposition mechanism and rate for DMNP reacting with Zr-POM. $^{70}$ Specifically, the results of this study reveal the importance of both the identity and concentration of the chosen buffer. DMNP hydrolysis occurred in both acetate- and perchlorate-buffered solutions where the use of acetate yielded a significant enhancement in the rate of decomposition (Figure 18). The increased rate was determined to be due to indirect coordination between Zr-POM and the acetate anion, which resulted in a shift in the dimerization mechanism toward the more active monomer form of Zr-POM as well as the acetate acting as a local base. In contrast, the phosphate buffer was found to inhibit the reaction rate due to its direct coordination to the active Zr site on the POM, likely resulting in competition with DMNP for binding with POM.

2.2.5. Mechanistic Insight into Zr-POM Hydrolysis of GB and DMCP. While Zr-POM has been shown to be effective for the hydrolysis of simulants in solution, questions remain regarding its efficacy during gas-phase exposures. In this work, Tian et al. $^{39}$ studied the gas–solid reaction between both sarin (GB) and a simulant, dimethyl chlorophosphate (DMCP) with Zr-POM, by utilizing a multimodal approach specific for gas–surface reactions, which includes a set of complementary experimental and theoretical tools: XPS, DRIFTS, synchrotron XRD and XAFS, and DFT calculations. By assembling the tools to probe the atomic-level details of the structural changes in both the Zr-POM and agent/simulant, we concluded that, during GB and DMCP exposures, the Zr-POM dimer transforms to the Zr-POM monomer with a coordinatively unsaturated Zr(IV) center, a key species in the catalytic cycle that binds gaseous GB/DMCP molecules. Specifically, GB and DMCP were found to adsorb through hydrogen bonding at various OH groups on the POM. Both GB and DMCP were observed to mostly physisorb at room temperature, but the presence of asymmetric and symmetric (OPO) stretches clearly indicated some reaction, most likely a nucleophilic (general-base) hydrolysis of the P–F and P–Cl bonds for GB and DMCP, respectively (Figure 19). These results were confirmed by post-dose heating where a loss of the 1252 cm$^{-1}$ P=O stretching mode was observed. Interestingly, for the GB-exposed Zr-POM, a second P=O stretching mode remained, suggesting a more strongly bound product, possibly due to the hydrolysis of the isopropoxy group.

Post-mortem XPS analysis showed that, for the GB-exposed Zr-POM, fluorine remained on the surface, which was not the case for the chlorine of DMCP (Figure 20). We believe these results reveal a key step for GB and DMCP hydrolysis with Zr-POM where the isolation of one Zr atom in Zr-POM following monomerization ameliorates product inhibition because the hydrolysis product does not bind to the catalyst very strongly. In addition, the strong similarity of the GB and DMCP results indicate that DMCP is an adequate simulant for GB adsorption and the reactivity for Zr-POM and can be used as a model system for future studies of CWA deactivation.

Ultimately, the results of these studies provide critical information for understanding the reaction mechanism of CWAs not only in POM-based materials but also in other Zr-based heterogeneous systems such as the Zr-MOFs discussed in the previous sections. Zr-POM can be used to formulate new approaches for reversing the inhibition experienced by both Zr-MOFs and Zr-POM, which ultimately helps guide in the development of next-generation Zr-based CWA hydrolysis catalysts.

**Figure 18.** Product formation of DMNP hydrolysis as a function of time in the presence of different anions. Acetate (blue) shows an enhancement over perchlorate (noncoordinating), whereas phosphate (red) exhibits inhibition. Conditions: ionic strength of 0.3 M, 2.5 mM I, 10.3 mM DMNP, pH 4.8, pH adjusted with NaOH. Reprinted from Collins-Wildman, D. L.; Kim, M.; Sullivan, K. P.; Plonka, A. M.; Frenkel, A. I.; Musaev, D. G.; Hill, C. L. Buffer-Induced Acceleration and Inhibition in Polyoxometalate-Catalyzed Organophosphorus Ester Hydrolysis. *ACS Catalysis* **2018**, *8*, 7068–7076 (ref 70). Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.

**Figure 19.** Time-resolved DRIFTS spectra of sarin (GB) uptake onto Zr-POM. Time progresses from the blue to red traces. Clean, unexposed Zr-POM was used as the reference background. Adapted from Tian, Y.; Plonka, A. M.; Ebrahim, A. M.; Palomino, R. M.; Senanayake, S. D.; Balboa, A.; Gordon, W. O.; Troya, D.; Musaev, D. G.; Morris, J. R.; Frenkel, A. I.; et al. Correlated Multimodal Approach Reveals Key Details of Nerve-Agent Decomposition by Single-Site Zr-Based Polyoxometalates. *J. Phys. Chem. Lett.* **2019**, *10*, 2295–2299 (ref 39). Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
3. SCIENTIFIC CHALLENGES

Despite the progress achieved in the mechanistic understanding of CWA capture and/or decomposition in many studies performed in laboratory conditions, there is a further need to determine the impact of real battlefield conditions, such as atmospheric components (e.g., H₂O or CO₂), ambient temperature and pressure, and the gas–solid interface, on the reactions of novel filtration materials with CWAs. The disparities between the studies performed in pristine laboratory conditions and the battlefield environment can include unexpected decomposition performance, lowered dependency, or complications with deployment methods, including how CWA diffusion and reactivities are affected by the final engineered form of the deployed material. The chief challenge in bringing the CWA decontamination research to relevant environmental conditions is the decrease in sensitivity of many characterization techniques at the solid–gas interface at realistic temperature and pressure of the interacting gases. Other challenges in CWA decontamination research include detection and interpretation of the real-time changes of the structures of both the filtration materials and reactants and the complexity of structural/functional units where the reactions occur (examples discussed above demonstrate that the changes may occur in both the CWA molecule and filtration material). The last and, perhaps, the most important challenge, is the need to evaluate the quality of CWA simulants as adequate analogs of real agents.

In this Forum Article, we highlight the solutions that rely on the use of multimodal methods of characterization, conducted under in situ or in operando conditions. Multimodal characterization methods, practiced in catalysis science since the 1990s, are applied to the surface reactions at the solid–gas interface in ambient conditions by relying on specialized reaction cell environments that are compatible with several complementary experimental probes, as in the first such experiment of Clausen et al., in which XAFS and XRD studies were combined. Today, the state of the art is conducting catalytic studies in situ or in operando, while combining complementary techniques in a single experiment or by using a portable microreactor approach, in which the same reaction cell is moved from one instrument to another and the reaction products are analyzed to correlate between different experimental probes. The “in operando” approach, advanced in the early 2000s, is central for mechanistic studies, where the investigation of active state and active site(s) of a functional material is done by correlating the structural changes with the changes in the material’s performance.

As shown above, synchrotron techniques, such as XAS and XRD, play a central role in battlefield-relevant studies of POMs and MOFs during their interaction with CWA simulants, due to the high penetrating power of hard X-rays (hence, the reaction environment can be probed at the conditions of ambient and elevated temperature and pressure). The progress in CWA decontamination studies at the synchrotrons would not be possible without the development of in situ and in operando reactors that couple synchrotron techniques (XAS and XRD) with vibrational spectroscopies. The combination of XAFS and XRD with DRIFTS and Raman spectroscopy, aided also by the XPS studies, enables the investigation of processes that occur at multiple length scales, such as the uptake of CWA molecules by MOFs and POMs and their interaction with Zr–O moieties. The use of the multimodal approach allowed Tian et al. to correlate the results obtained with GB and its simulant, DMCP, using similar techniques (Raman and DRIFTS) to study their interactions with Zr-POMs and address the question of the quality of DMCP as a GB simulant. The combination of multiple probes allowed them to show also that, upon DMCP and GB exposure, the Zr-POM dimer transforms to the Zr-POM monomer with a coordinatively unsaturated Zr(IV) center. The latter is a key species in a catalytic cycle that binds nerve agents and decomposes them via a nucleophilic (general-base) hydrolysis mechanism.

This and other examples described above demonstrate that advanced synchrotron-based, in situ/in operando XAS and XRD can be exploited to develop an atomic-level understanding of the binding and reaction of CWAs and impact research on novel filtration materials. Despite their unique advantages for CWA decontamination, synchrotron-based techniques are relatively unexplored by the community because participation in synchrotron research requires expert knowledge of beamline operations and data analysis, access to beamline facilities, and the availability of specialized in situ reactors. The coordination of efforts is needed to assist new users as well as to develop new capabilities for solving CWA decontamination problems using multimodal approaches at the synchrotrons. One possible direction is a synchrotron consortium, modeled after the first such successful example, Synchrotron Catalysis Consortium (SCC), consisting of catalysis researchers from academic, national, and industrial laboratories and established in 2005. Establishing such a consortium for chemical defense (Defense Synchrotron Consortium or DSC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory is in the planning stage. It will be designed to support the research needs of researchers working in CWA filtration material fields at synchrotron beamlines, with specific DSC support for cells and complementary techniques needed to address specialized issues. For example, correlative bulk and surface studies of novel nanocatalysts can be carried out by combined XAS, XRD, DRIFTS, and Raman spectroscopic characterization, as prototyped in several examples described in Figure 20. XPS results for (a) DMCP-exposed Zr-POM and (b) GB (sarin)-exposed Zr-POM showing that chlorine is not observed for the DMCP-exposed sample, while F is observed for the GB-exposed POM. Reprinted from Tian, Y.; Plonka, A. M.; Ebrahim, A. M.; Palomino, R. M.; Senanayake, S. D.; Balboa, A.; Gordon, W. O.; Troya, D.; Musaev, D. G.; Morris, J. R.; Frenkel, A. I.; et al. Correlated Multimodal Approach Reveals Key Details of Nerve-Agent Decomposition by Single-Site Zr-Based Polyoxometalates. J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2019, 10, 2295–2299 (ref 39). Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
4. PERSPECTIVES FOR NEXT-GENERATION SORBENTS: THE PUSH TOWARD TRUE CATALYSIS FOR CWA DESTRUCTION

For over a century, adsorbent-based technologies have been the primary means employed for protection of the warfighter from the threat of chemical warfare exposure. The capture efficiency and selectivity of the adsorbents have evolved with the nature of the chemical threat, such as the chemical’s toxicity and physical—chemical properties, which play a major role in affecting the adsorption rate, capacity, decomposition, and retention of the CWA in battlefield environments. Vapor pressure or volatility of a CWA is a key parameter that influences the design of adsorbents and their configuration in protective suits and filters. As previously discussed for CWAs where physical adsorption is dominant (low vapor pressure), the size and number of the adsorbent pores on a volume basis are major design parameters used to engineer protective equipment. For CWAs possessing high vapor pressures, a combination of physical adsorption and adsorbed-phase chemical decomposition is necessary to prevent desorption (off-gassing) into otherwise clean air environments.

In recent decades, the use of CWAs in urban environments has dramatically increased such that it is difficult to adequately understand with a high level of certainty the protection afforded to the warfighter. Military personnel are faced with increasing uncertainty in a complex battlefield environment in which the presence of CWAs can result in a significant impact on operations. Today, there is a concerted effort underway to significantly enhance the protective capabilities of adsorbent-based materials by providing greater adsorption and reactive capacities for a broader spectrum of chemical threats. For example, Zr-based MOFs offer virtually infinite structures for the design against CWAs and emerging hazards, but their exploitation depends critically on understanding the structure—activity relationship for efficient uptake and decomposition of CWAs under realistic battlefield conditions. To achieve these goals, two major research challenges must be addressed. One centers on understanding the innate capabilities and limitations of solid porous materials and the ability to rationally design structural topologies that efficiently adsorb, transport, and diffuse CWAs to highly dispersed active centers. The second is to fully understand the adsorption dynamics of promising materials under realistic battlefield conditions. A key challenge is to bridge the gap between controlled, solution-phase laboratory studies and real-world or battlefield-like conditions by examining agent—material interactions at the gas—solid interface utilizing a multimodal experimental and computational approach. As previously discussed, we have developed a number of in situ and in operando techniques that have provided new insight to the dynamical changes of a catalyst during exposure to CWAs and simulants under realistic environmental conditions, such as the presence of humidity, carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and hydrocarbons.

Unlike bulk amorphous and semicrystalline materials, such as activated carbon and traditional metal oxides, our material research efforts for the past decade have focused on crystalline-based platforms such as MOFs and POMs that possess well-defined periodic topologies and high fractional loading of metal centers (e.g., Zr—O nodes). Here, our aim is to provide a fundamental understanding of adsorption, mass transport, and chemical activity at the molecular level and to provide new insight on how topological parameters of MOFs affect the overall CWA degradation process and thereby to elucidate design rules based on the role of topology for developing porous catalysts with optimized functions.

The next generation of active oxides centers on using highly energetic forms of single atom materials and small clusters to promote stronger binding and molecular dissociation without the dependency on external energy sources (i.e., thermal, light). The ultimate small-size limit for metal particles is the single-atom catalyst (SAC), which contains isolated metal atoms singly dispersed on oxide supports. SACs maximize the efficiency of the metal atom used, which is particularly important for supported metal catalysts. Moreover, with well-defined and uniform single-atom dispersion, SACs offer a great potential for achieving high stability, selectivity toward distinct classes of CWAs, and turnover numbers that reflect true catalyst behavior. Our research on SACs is focused on extending the reaction envelope of oxide platforms such as MOFs and POMs with the aim to advance our understanding on how to design new forms of highly active materials that exhibit new chemistries to adsorb, transport, and decompose CWAs. This research builds on the current knowledge of MOF, POM, and traditional metal oxide activities with the aim to provide tunable properties to promote highly efficient capture and decomposition of adsorbed CWAs.

5. CONCLUSION

Rational development of improved catalysts requires an understanding of the limitations and deficiencies of the materials. Our research team utilized a multimodal approach to study fundamental CWA—MOF/POM interactions, including the presence of common ambient gases, at the gas—solid interface. Computation methodologies linked the experimental results to elucidate atomic-scale mechanisms of CWA decomposition and product formation on MOF and POM surfaces. From there, a feedback loop was created where both experimental and computational results directed new synthetic efforts toward the development of improved CWA catalytic materials, which could be fed back for experimental exploration. Finally, experimental results from CWA simulator-based studies guided the testing of live chemical agents on our MOF and POM materials. The knowledge gained using this experimental approach highlighted the importance of bridging the gap between pristine laboratory-based studies and real-world performance. Notably, we revealed that, under vapor-phase exposure of nerve-agent simulants, both Zr-based MOF and POM materials are susceptible to poisoning of the active Zr sites, which through computation methods was determined to be a bidentate-bound phosphonic acid species. These molecular-level details provide the groundwork for developing improved catalytic materials that utilize the promising properties of the reactive Zr sites but are designed to prevent the bidentate coordination between the reaction product and the active site. While significant progress has been made in understanding the behavior of these materials,
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knowledge gap between the performance in the laboratory and that under real world-conditions remains. We believe the wide range of complementary techniques utilized in the above studies provides a tool chest to address these issues in future catalyst development research.
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